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» EverythingAre dinosaurs Real in 2020?
  Автор admin На чтение 3 мин Просмотров 11 Опубликовано 2022 
  Other than birds, however, there is no scientific evidence that any dinosaurs, such as Tyrannosaurus, Velociraptor, Apatosaurus, Stegosaurus, or Triceratops, are still alive. These, and all other non-avian dinosaurs became extinct at least 65 million years ago at the end of the Cretaceous Period.
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Does dinosaurs exist confirmed?
Dinosaurs are prehistoric reptiles that have lived on Earth from about 245 million years ago to the present. … Non-avian dinosaurs (all dinosaurs besides birds), which are now extinct, varied greatly in shape and size.
Are dinosaurs still alive today?
Today, paleontologists have made a pretty much open-and-shut case that dinosaurs never really went extinct at all; they merely evolved into birds, which are sometimes referred to as "living dinosaurs." … Granted, Phorusrhacos went extinct millions of years ago; there are no dinosaur-sized birds alive today.
Are dinosaurs Real in 2021?
Other than birds, however, there is no scientific evidence that any dinosaurs, such as Tyrannosaurus, Velociraptor, Apatosaurus, Stegosaurus, or Triceratops, are still alive. These, and all other non-avian dinosaurs became extinct at least 65 million years ago at the end of the Cretaceous Period.
Which came first dinosaurs or humans?
No! After the dinosaurs died out, nearly 65 million years passed before people appeared on Earth. However, small mammals (including shrew-sized primates) were alive at the time of the dinosaurs.
Is dinosaur still alive in 2021?
In an evolutionary sense, birds are a living group of dinosaurs because they descended from the common ancestor of all dinosaurs. Other than birds, however, there is no scientific evidence that any dinosaurs, such as Tyrannosaurus, Velociraptor, Apatosaurus, Stegosaurus, or Triceratops, are still alive.
Does a dragon exist?
Dragons don't exist (as far as we know), but some of their individual characteristics can be found throughout the animal kingdom. It would have taken quite a few turns for natural selection to have produced dragons, but if you're willing to stretch a bit, most classic dragon characteristics do exist in other species.
Is dinosaur coming back?
This may seem like the most far-fetched concept ever, but believe it or not, it has been predicted that humans will be able to bring dinosaurs back from extinction in some capacity by 2050. … The process of making a living, breathing dinosaur once again will seemingly come to fruition thanks to DNA isolation technology.
How many years have humans existed?
six million years While our ancestors have been around for about six million years, the modern form of humans only evolved about 200,000 years ago. Civilization as we know it is only about 6,000 years old, and industrialization started in the earnest only in the 1800s.
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 Вам также может понравиться
 Can you make money with a 3D printer?
Yes, you can make money with a 3D printer.
3

 Why is hydrogen helium and lithium?
Explanation: Hydrogen, helium and lithium were forged 13.
4
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